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There are two types of tests: 

Test 1: Read, write, or simultaneous read/write on one or more local file 
systems 
• Purpose: to determine the file system performance independent of any other activity 

• The directory for the tests (on np04 systems mounting the /nfs/home file system) is: 
/nfs/home/sfuess/test_disk 

• These tests use the scripts: 
fio_file.sh 

Use “./fio_file.sh -h” to see the script parameters. 

Wrapper scripts are used to run the more complex tests: 

Write-data0.sh Write 8GB to /data0 with 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,12,16,20 
simultaneous files 

Write-4FS.sh Write 8GB to each of /data0 to /data3 with 
1,2,3,4,5,6,8,12,16,20 simultaneous files 

Read-data0.sh Create and then read 8GB from /data0 with 
1,2,3,4,5,6,8,12,16,20 simultaneous files 

Read-4FS.sh Create and then read 8GB from each of /data0 to /data3 
with 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,12,16,20 simultaneous files 

RW-data0.sh Simultaneously write and read 8GB to/from /data0 with 
1,2,3,4,5,6,8,12,16,20 simultaneous files 

RW-4FS.sh Simultaneously write and read 8GB to/from /data0 to 
/data3 with 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,12,16,20 simultaneous files 

• On node np04-srv-001 the configuration is: 

o There are 4 data file systems mounted: 
/data0   /data1   /data2   /data3 

The scripts use a “/stutest” directory within each data file system above 

o Log files containing test results are written to 
/nfs/home/sfuess/test_disk/logs 

(Older log files are moved to sub-directories) 

o Sample execution: 
cd /nfs/home/sfuess/test_disk 

nohup ./Write-data0.sh > nohup_Write-data0 & 

This job generates log files with names such as: 
junk001_002_00004_write.log 

Where the log file name components in this example are: 

junk     = base name for output and log files 

001     = the file system number (-i argument), when testing multiple file systems 



002      = the number of simultaneous parallel operations (-p argument) 

00004 = sequential output/log file generated 

write  = file operation being tested 

Each log file is quite detailed, giving rates for each file produced and a summary over the 

duration of the execution of each fio command.  In general, the best thing to look at is the 

“Run status group” rate for the operation(s) being tested.  For example: 
  grep WRITE 

/nfs/home/sfuess/test_disk/logs/junk*write.log 

• Important notes: 

o Although the fio version on CentOS7/SL7 allows specification of multiple file systems, the 

version on SL6 does not.  Thus, if you want to simultaneously test multiple file systems then 

you need to run concurrent fio scripts.  This is done by putting all but the last of a set in 

background, and then denoting completion of the set by completion of the last script.  To 

allow for varying rates of completion, a sleep step is added at the end.  Finally, all output 

files are deleted.  This is not 100% correct, but the best that can be done.  Longer tests will 

show less impact of a variation if scripts complete in different times. 

Test 2: Write files at a specified (or maximum) rate to one or more file 
systems, generating associated metadata files, while expecting a 
companion application (FTS-light) to be reading these files and sending 
via the network, as fast as possible, to EOS. 
• Purpose: to determine the file system performance in conditions mimicking DAQ operations 

• The directory for the tests (on np04 systems mounting the /nfs/home file system) is: 
/nfs/home/sfuess/test_path 

• These tests use the scripts: 
cwlist.sh, cwparallel.sh, cwfiles.sh 

▪ These are hierarchical: for testing execute cwlist.sh, which will call cwparallel.sh, 

which will call cwfiles.sh 

▪ There is help available for any of these scripts, e.g. 
./cwlist.sh -h 

Wrapper scripts are used to run the more complex tests: 

Max-1-4FS.sh Write one 8GB file to each of /data0 to /data3 as fast as 
possible 

Max-5-4FS.sh Write five 8GB files to each of /data0 to /data3 as fast as 
possible 

Max-10-FS.sh Write ten 8GB files to each of /data0 to /data3 as fast as 
possible 

Limited500-1-4FS.sh Write one 8GB file to each of /data0 to /data3 at a rate 
limited to 500 MB/s per file 

Limited500-5-4FS.sh Write five 8GB files to each of /data0 to /data3 at a rate 
limited to 500 MB/s per file 



Limited-10-4FS.sh Write ten 8GB files to each of /data0 to /data3 at a rate 
limited to 500 MB/s per file 

• These tests require simultaneous reading of created files by FTS-light, which then sends the files to 

EOS.  For this to work: 

o An xrootd server must be running on the disk buffer node.  As root: 
systemctl status xrootd@standalone 

If not running, then 
systemctl start xrootd@standalone 

o FTS-light must be running, typically on np04-srv-003 

 


